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Robotic Navigation

 Navigation of robot through a cluttered 
environment.
 Symbolic robotic navigation – 

 Models the outside world from the sensor data.

 Reactive control –
 Sensor data ties directly to robot action.
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Motivation

 The traditional approach is not suited for 
dynamic realistic environment. So reactive 
control parameters came.

 Determination of reactive control parameters 
is complex.

 Improves the determination of optimized 
values for reactive control parameters by 
unsupervised learning by GA.

 GA Robot focuses on optimizing individual 
reactive behaviors.

 Train in various types of environments & 
create a set of “ecological niches”. 
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Contribution of the paper

 Previous works focused on using GA in reactive 
control of robot navigation to – 
 Optimize only one behavior at  a time.

 This paper suggested optimization of many 
behaviors at a time.

 They used floating points in GA with a point 
exchange crossover.
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GA in Reactive Control 
systems
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  The robot does not predetermine the exact path.

   It follows motor schema based approach.

   In each step it determines the schema parameter  values 
depending on the sensor data.

   Each active schema gives a velocity vector according to 
the stimulus.

   The resultant velocity is calculated summing and 
normalizing those individual values.

   These schema parameters values are determined 
optimally by GA.
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GA-Robot Method

  A modified version of traditional Genetic Algorithm.

   It uses chromosome as a set of floating points value in stead 
of bit-strings.

   Robot in our simulation is involved in three constraints :

 Move-to-goal

 Avoid-static-obstacle

 Noise

Fitness function :

Fitness=collision_weight*no_of_collision* time_weight* no_od_steps+  
    distance_weight* distance_travelled
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General Procedure

 The algorithm starts by a generating a population 
of robots

 The robots run through environment until they 
reach goal.

 For varying worlds obstacles are recreated and 
destroyed randomly.

 We are to maximize safety, speed & efficiency.
 Now reproduction operator selects the fittest 

individual, replacing the least fit robots.
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Crossover

 Different from traditional crossover.
 This operation selects a single gene instead of 

changing a subset of bit string.
 Crossover is calculated as:
  new_gene = average + difference * rand()

 The generated offspring values can remain 
closely related with parents.
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Mutation

It is too modified version to work with floating point 
representation. 

• A gene is selected and mutated gene is 
calculated as :

new_gene = old gene + old gene * rand()

• Unlike the standard bit string, the change is 
reflected by the value of gene.
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Factors affecting learning

  Learns without human supervision.

  Three kind of  factor influence robot learning , Algorithmic,   
     robotic and  environmental .

   Algorithmic  factor refers the genetic algorithm itself .

   More better  the algorithm , more efficient learning. 
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 Robot type and 
environment dependency

  Robot type is defined based on weighting used for 
penalties in the raw fitness function.

   Three types of robot – direct , fast , safe .

   Parameters are chosen based on robot .

   Robot may switch parameter to maximize directness when 
fuel is limited.

   The density of obstacles in environment affect robot 
learning.

   Should have been trained for wide range of environments 
to evolve as a general purpose robot .
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Evaluation Metric

   Examine convergence of gene over generation.

   Track robot fitness value over several generation.

   Independent minimization of no. of collision , time required 
                     and distence traversed is measured 
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Visualization of Navigation

Final  paths through 25% cluttered general world 

Safe robot Fast robot

Direct  robot
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    Conclution

  GA does intregated global path planning and local 
nevigation.

   Discover good behavioural parameter .

   Tuning reactive control parameters .

   Future work will extend this technique as a subsystem.
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Questions
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